
Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80

Min. Passing Marks : 24

Attempt aryt /ive questions, selecting one questian from each unit. All questions

carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessatl'.

An1, dctta vou feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearl.v. Units of
quontities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Unit - I

What do you understand by quantification? Discuss all different types of
quantifiers. (8)

1. a)

b) What is tauiology and show that given proposition is a tautology.

l@ -q)"{q +,)]+(r-+r) (8)

a)

b)

1.

(8)

(8)'

2. a)

b)

OR

Wha. do. you mean. by logical equivalenco. proposition? Show that

-(w(t "a)\ and.-p r','-q are logical equivalent. (&)'

Prove thai:

(-(r =,.)^--(-'a+(cvd')))B (-c = d), (8).

Uni*i'tT

Explain how a quary is processed in prolog?

Explain baekracking in prolog with suitable example.
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2. a)

b)

3. a)

b)

' (8)',

(8)

-GR

Define search strategy? Explain BFS witlexample.

Explain, raerits and deaff EFits of prol o g.

Unit - III
Define unification? Explain recursion in prolog.

Write a program in prolog for printing number form I to I 0.

Compare functional and irnperative language.

OR

Describe lazy and Eager evaluation strategies.

Evaluate the given lambda expression where possible

r) (z*.(+,r,.y)s

ii) ()x.1s\.(+xyy)2s

(8)

(8)

OR

3' a) what do you understand by sorting? Exprain different types of sorting. (s)

b) Explain the following predicates with suitable examples.

i) Cut predicate

ii) Not predicate (4+4=8)

Unit - IV

what is lambda calculas? Explain syntax and,semantics of rarnbda calculas.(g)
4. a)

b)

4. a)

b)

(8)

(8)

(8)

,Unit.- V

5. a) Whatislistinil:laskdlil.i,*sdiffierentfrmranydor@irys.
'(8)

4l:tq2'3 (2t)



b) Explain the IO and may be rnonad. (S)

OR

5. a) Define user define data types in Haskell? What are the type of user define data
rypes. (8)

b) Write a prograrn in Haskell using I/O. (g)
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